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One of the main threats for the success of a CubeSat mission is the unbalanced distribution of thermal
loads caused by internal and external heat sources. In order to design an appropriate thermal subsystem
that can cope with these loads a detailed analysis is required. However, currently available thermal
software is considered as being less convenient for the application with CubeSats, mainly due to the
complexity of the modelling process. This paper examines thermal engineering issues for CubeSats and
describes the development of new methodologies to realise a more appropriate thermal modelling and
analysis specifically for such systems. This includes the utilisation of a component database and new
approaches to create thermal couplings in the modelling process. A thermal software tool based on
MATLAB R was developed which implements these approaches to build the thermal model. Furthermore,
the development of specific ray-tracing algorithms is presented to compute external radiation on the
CubeSat. Application of the software for the thermal analysis of the UKube-1 CubeSat showed that the
computational and methodological approaches provide good modelling capabilities and result similar
temperature distributions as the professional software ESATAN TMS R .
1 INTRODUCTION

2, SwissCube-1). Following this development, the
general need for simulating and analysing the system of a CubeSat prior to its operation in space has
gained importance. This also applies for the field
of thermal analysis. Similar to conventional spacecraft, CubeSats need to be designed to maintain
temperatures within the operational range. This is
achieved by performing thermal analysis to simulate the thermal behaviour of the satellite and
predict temperature distributions for varying operational use cases. Such simulation requires a
methodology capable of computing the heat fluxes
within the satellite caused by internal and external
heat sources and allows the engineer to balance
these sources in order to understand and quantify
the time-dependent temperature distribution. Commonly used software tools for spacecraft thermal
analysis were primarily designed for conventional
spacecraft systems. Due to their complexity they
often require expert knowledge. CubeSat design-

Thermal analysis is one of the crucial elements
within the design process of a spacecraft as the
thermal loads in orbit can easily harm the functionality of components and hence the entire system. Usually huge efforts are taken to simulate
this environment prior to the mission by performing thermal analysis and test of the spacecraft for
various operating cases. With the growing interest
and rapid development in small satellite missions
and particularly CubeSats over the past years [1, 2],
their fields of application have been continuously
extended, ranging from basic missions for component verification (e.g. DELFI-C3, UWE-1/2/3)
to complex scientific research missions (AAUSat1 Technische
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ers typically lack in expertise and budget to pay for
such professional software and hence an alternative is needed to perform basic thermal analysis of
CubeSats with minimum effort.
To fulfill this task new methodologies specifically designed for CubeSats were developed and implemented to create a new CubeSat thermal software. Aiming to simplify thermal analysis for such
systems, a novel approach to model the satellite was
realised by providing a database of standardised
CubeSat components to select from. Being especially designed around this approach, the software
offers a more convenient alternative to presently
available thermal software with improved usability. Built in MATLAB [3] environment it offers a
standalone solution to create the geometrical mathematical model (GMM) and the thermal mathematical model (TMM) of the CubeSat. It further contains a radiation module that computes external radiation on the satellite by using Monte-Carlo raytracing methods. The software uses standard ordinary differential equation (ODE) solvers from the
MATLAB library to solve the thermal model. It
includes a graphical user interface (GUI) to lead
trough the pre-processing to setup the GMM and
the post-processing to evaluate the results. The capabilities of the software were tested with a thermal
model of the CubeSat “United Kingdom Universal
Bus Experiment” (UKube-1). A worst hot and cold
case scenario were analysed to compare the results
with former analyses performed with the thermal
software ESATAN TMS [4].

quires time-consuming training and practice to be
handled the right way and to prevent mistakes in
the complex modelling process. Therefore most of
the thermal analyses are performed with radically
simplified thermal models or significant approximations for the thermal environment. Even if the
knowledge and the skills to handle such analysis
tools are available, it might be hard to create an accurate thermal model of a CubeSat. Standard usage
of commercial software rapidly reaches its limits
when modelling custom-shaped CubeSat parts with
the available primitive shells. In such cases a common but rather complicated solution is to use other
tools in combination with the thermal analysis software to create a custom-shaped discretisation pattern which can be imported as geometrical model.
However, this effort most likely exceeds the available resources for a CubeSat project.
CubeSats are highly modular spacecraft, often
consisting of similar components and limited to
certain dimensions and materials. The most common CubeSat sizes range from one unit (1U) to
three units (3U), whereas one unit is defined as being 100.0 ± 0.1mm wide and 113.5 ± 0.1mm tall
(340.5 ± 0.3mm for 3U) [8]. The mass is limited
to 1.33kg for 1U and 4.0kg for 3U CubeSats. Their
internal components usually are electrical devices
mounted on circuit boards, most often these are
designed according to the PC/104 standard. Several CubeSats also contain deployables, such as
solar panels or antennas, which exceed the previously mentioned standard dimensions when deployed. The most crucial impact on the temperatures of a CubeSat is caused by the external radiation from Sun and Earth, as well as internal heat
dissipation through electronic devices. For CubeSats in low Earth orbit, external radiation has typical values in in the range of 1, 400W m−2 for solar,
450W m−2 for albedo (maximum value, average
over orbit is 150W m−2 ) and 200W m−2 for infrared radiation from Earth [1]. Internal heat loads
depend on the type and efficiency of on-board electronics, whereas the electrical orbit average power
generated by an exemplary 1U (3U) CubeSat is in
the range of 5W (20W ) with peak values reaching
up to 9W (40W ) [9].
It can be questioned to what extend it is necessary and reasonable to conduct a thermal analysis
of CubeSats at all. They usually do not carry any

2 THE NEED FOR CUBESAT-SPECIFIC
THERMAL SOFTWARE
So far only few CubeSat missions have undergone
a detailed thermal analysis and even less are documented and publicly available. This is mainly due
to the insufficient resources of such missions, as almost always being university projects carried out
by students. Some documented examples can be
found in [5] and [6]. A very detailed thermal analysis and test of the OUFTI-1 CubeSat is described
by [7].
Most CubeSat designers might not have the required experience in thermal engineering or the
specific knowledge of how to use the appropriate software. Commercially available software re-
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highly sensitive payloads and their projected operational lifetime in most cases is lower than for conventional satellites. Additionally CubeSat missions
usually accept higher risk levels in general. However, due to the limited design variation of CubeSats, it is of particular importance to invest into the
thermal analysis and control and to allow a most efficient utilisation of its limited resources. CubeSats
often contain highly integrated electronics, which
raises the risk of overheating as a significant part of
their electrical power is dissipated as heat. CubeSat
components in most cases use commercial off-theshelf parts that are not designed specifically for application within the space environment. This leads
to a rather small temperature range in which they
can operate and subsequently to more stringent requirements on the thermal control of the CubeSat.
Typical operational temperatures for CubeSat components are in the range of −40... + 80◦ C [2],
whereas the more sensitive components are the onboard electronics with common temperature ranges
of −10... + 40◦ C [1]. The most delicate components usually are batteries with operational temperature ranges of −5... + 15◦ C (some batteries can
also operate at higher temperatures), optical instruments and individual payloads. Furthermore, the
CubeSat surface in most cases is entirely covered
with solar cells to collect power and to re-charge
the on-board battery. This leads to a lack of passive and active thermal control capabilities, as the
surface properties can only be modified in a small
range and attaching paint or radiators is often not
possible. Since CubeSats are launched into low
Earth orbits, they are subject to a large number of
thermal cycles during their lifetime and hence frequently changing thermal stress is to be expected.
Only a few CubeSats have an active and reliable attitude control system, with most of them moving
in a passively controlled way. In this case a prior
estimation of thermal loads is only possible in a
limited way, e.g. by simulating worst case scenarios, and an active thermal control during operation through altering the attitude is not applicable.

ents is a challenging task for any thermal engineer. A CubeSat which fulfills these requirements
can only be realised if its thermal behaviour can
be analysed in advance. Thermal analysis helps
to identify weak and sensible spots in the CubeSat
design, to estimate the risk of failure and eventually
to optimise its design for increased reliability. Software specifically dedicated to the thermal analysis
of CubeSats does not currently exist. Taking into
account the special requirements and limitations
of CubeSat missions, while avoiding the aforementioned drawbacks of standard thermal software,
such specific software could heavily reduce the
modelling effort. The previously mentioned limitations lead to a certain similarity in the design
of present CubeSats and even to the emergence of
companies that specialise in the manufacturing of
ready-made CubeSat components. A thermal analysis software tool that allows the designer to create
the thermal model of a CubeSat modularly using
such frequently used components would significantly reduce the complexity of modelling. Rather
than creating a new model each time a new CubeSat is designed, which so far is common practice,
the modelling could be done once in a very detailed
level and then simply be reused. This approach
could also be extended to create libraries of components and assemblies to be provided for future
analyses.
3 COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH OF THE
CUBESAT THERMAL SOFTWARE
Any common thermal software is capable of generating a geometrical and thermal model of the system to be analysed and eventually must provide the
capabilities to solve it. This includes the possibility
to compute conductive and radiative heat exchange
factors of the system and its environment. Fluid
flow and hence convection is not considered in the
CubeSat thermal software as these systems usually
do not carry tanks or pipes with liquids.
Whereas internal thermal couplings can be calculated by using the material properties of the model,
the external heat loads depend on the orbit geometry and constellation of the spacecraft and the
surrounding heat sources, i.e. Earth and Sun. This
involves the computation of view factors, which often leads to an increased mathematical complexity.

Concluding these problems, it can be said that
thermal control is indeed an important topic crucial for the success of any CubeSat mission. To
cope with partly undeterminable and highly variable thermal loads within a very limited range of
design and using mostly non-optimised compon-
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Geometry,
material properties,
thermal couplings,
internal heat loads

Orbit and planetary
parameters

GR = σαAF

Solver parameters

(3)

In Eq. (1), all variables have to be regarded as
matrices
since according to Eq. (2-3) they contain
Calculate
Create TMM
SolveTMM
external heat loads
(Generate GL,GR)
the physical and geometrical properties of all nodes
of the system. The GL matrix is symmetric and due
to the nature of the thermal model the entries on
Nodal
temperatures
the secondary diagonal above and below the main
diagonal are equal. Furthermore, it was found that
Figure 1: Overall computational approach for the Cube- the entries on the main diagonal are the negative
Sat thermal software
sum of the entries on the respective row or column.
Both conclusions lead to the convention described
by Eq. (4-5) for forming the GL matrix for a model
with n nodes:
Figure 1 visualises the main steps to generate nodal
temperatures of a thermal model starting with the
GLij = GLji
(4)
definition of geometry, material and boundary conditions. The methodologies and mathematical approaches developed to realise the above mentioned
n
X
capabilities of the thermal software are presented in
GLii = (−1) ·
GLm,i
the following.
m=1
(5)
n
X
= (−1) ·
GLi,m
3.1 TMM Generation
m=1

The thermal network is a mathematical description
of the heat transfer between the nodes of the disFor the GR matrix this is somewhat different
cretised thermal model. The general heat balancing due to the directivity of the radiative heat exchange
equation for a system of nodes is given by the ex- factor. Again the entries below and above the main
pression in Eq. (1) [10, 11],
diagonal are mirrored, but the indices of the GR
factors need to be swapped. Furthermore the entries
on the main diagonal can be formed by the sum of
dT
C
= GL · ∆T + GR · ∆T 4 + Q̇int
(1) the respective column:
dt
n
X
where C [JK −1 ] is the capacity of the node,
GRii = (−1) ·
GRm,i
(6)
∆T [K] is the temperature variation due to heat inm=1
and output, and Q̇int [W ] is the internal heat load.
If a conductive connection between two nodes i
The factors GL and GR summarise the conductive
and
j is specified as active, the respective GLij can
and radiative heat exchange factors between the rebe
calculated
using the material properties of both
spective node and its environment. The conductive
nodes,
according
to the convention for series conheat exchange factor is defined by the conductivnection
[10,
11]:
−1 −1
2
ity k [W m K ], the cross sectional area A [m ]
and the distance x [m] of the heat transfer as de−1

scribed by Eq. (2). The radiative heat exchange
xj
xi
factor is the product of the Stefan-Boltzmann con+
(7)
GLij = GLji =
k i · Ai
k j · Aj
stant σ [W m−2 K −4 ], the emissivity  [−], the absorptivity α [−] and the view factor F [−] as given
If there is a radiative connection between two
in Eq. (3) [10, 11].
nodes, the respective GR and GR is calculated
ij

GL = k ·
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GRij = σi αj Ai Fi→j

(8)

GRji = σj αi Aj Fj→i

(9)

usually less efficient backward differentiation formulas (BDFs). Alternatively ode23s can be used,
which is a one-step solver with fixed order and considered to be more effective than ode15s when allowing high tolerances [15]. The solver ode23t uses
the trapezoidal rule (or Heun’s method) for solving
moderately stiff ODEs without numerical damping.
Another approach is realised with ode23tb, which
uses a combination of the trapezoidal rule and
the BDF of second order (TR-BDF2). Similar to
ode23s, it can be more efficient than ode15s while
accepting higher tolerances [14]. For the application in the thermal software, the solver ode15s was
initially chosen as it offers the best combination of
accuracy and speed among these solvers [14]. Alternatively the solver ode23t could be implemented
which is assumed to provide improved speed while
accepting lower accuracy. However, the solver performances were also compared with respect to the
computational effort required to solve an exemplary
thermal model (satellite model with 12 nodes, including internal heat load, conductive and radiative
couplings). While choosing a relative error tolerance of 10−6 the fastest solver was ode23tb, followed by ode23t and ode15s. The latter turned out
to be approximately 1.8 times slower than ode23tb
for this test case, nevertheless its speed was considered as acceptable. Furthermore the comparison
proved that non-stiff solvers are not appropriate for
solving the heat balancing equation. Several test
runs turned out that ode45 needed about 690 times
longer than the fastest solver ode23tb.

After filling all entries in the GL or GR matrices
to represent any given active thermal connection,
they have to be completed by filling the main diagonal entries. This is done by applying Eq. (56). Some applications might require the definition
of nodes with constant temperature, e.g. for the
definition of the deep-space node. In this case the
entries on the row representing this node are simply
changed to zero in both the GL and GR matrix to
obtain dTi /dt = 0. Also for the deep-space node
in general, a modification has to be implemented.
Due to its infinite emitting area, the GR from deepspace to any other node would be infinite. Hence,
if one of the nodes involved is deep-space, the GR
from this node is set to zero. For the GR to this
node, a view factor of 1 and a formal absorptivity
of 1 are used.
3.2 Thermal Network Solver
As it can be seen from Eq. (1), the heat balancing
equation is an explicit nonlinear ordinary differential equation (ODE) of first order. Such can either
be solved analytically or numerically, depending on
the type of problem and the desired computation effort. Due to the complexity of the described thermal
problem it is not practical to search for an analytical solution, so that numerical solvers have to be
applied. Furthermore the heat transfer equation is
considered as being a stiff equation, based on the
definitions of the term stiff described in [12] and
[13]. Concerning the solution of such stiff equations, several problems have to be considered. The
main issue is the common trade-off between accuracy and numerical stability and computational effort. Another issue when choosing small step-sizes
is the impact of numerical round-off errors, which
lead to less accurate results.
MATLAB offers a set of different ODE-solvers
for almost every purpose. It also includes the
stiff equations solvers ode15s, ode23s, ode23t and
ode23tb. According to [14], ode15s presents a good
alternative to the commonly used non-stiff solver
ode45 with a low to medium accuracy. It is a
multistep variable order solver based on numerical differentiation formulas and optionally uses the
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3.3 Radiation Module
For the calculation of external heat fluxes the solar
and planetary radiation received by the satellite
need to be determined. This mainly depends on
the orientation of the satellite surface towards those
heat sources, thus the view factors between both
are required. Analytical determination of view
factors is possible in a limited range only and requires a comparably high computational effort. Another means to find them is by using ray-tracing
algorithms, as commonly done to visualise complex geometry and light effects in computer graphics. This methodology can also be used to simulate
thermal radiation being emitted by a surface and received by another. The mathematical approach is to
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describe the path of the ray as a line and check the
intersection with objects along the line. The view
factor Fi→j can then be found by dividing the number of rays fired from the emitting surface i which
hit the receiving surface j by the total number of
rays fired from surface i, as shown in Eq. (10)
[16, 17]:

checking the intersection by solving Eq. (11) for
each ray and then divide the number of intersections by the total number of rays fired according to
Eq. (10).
The view factor between satellite and Sun was
determined by calculating the angle of incidence of
sunrays and deriving the surface area perpendicular
to the ray [11]. The view factor can be expressed as
the ratio between perpendicular and original area,
No of rays fired from surface i which hit j
(10) so that it equals the cosine of the angle of incidence
Fi→j =
No of rays fired from surface i
α as shown in Eq. (12):
The accurate view factor estimation is heavily influenced by the computational effort behind
Fi→j = cos α
(12)
it, which again is dependent on the distribution
Besides determining the view factors, the radiof starting points and the direction of rays [16].
ation
module also detects if the satellite is in ecFollowing the stochastic approach of Monte-Carlo
lipse
or
on the dayside of the Earth. This is done by
methods, both parameters distribution and direcchecking
if the vector between satellite and Sun intion of rays can be chosen randomly to achieve the
tersects
the
Earth. Naturally this method results two
most realistic results. In comparison with analytintersection
points, one on each side of the planet.
ical methods or numerical integration, Monte-Carlo
Hence
the
distance
between satellite and intersecray-tracing offers a flexible alternative whose aption
points
is
compared
in order to find the closer
plication is independent from the actual complexintersection.
If
the
satellite
is close to the far side
ity of the three-dimensional geometry. While anaintersection,
it
is
in
eclipse.
Here the Earth was
lytical computation requires the knowledge of an
approximated
as
a
sphere,
using
the mean radius
exact solution to the specific geometry, numerical
enlarged
by
2%
(6,
505,
700m),
as
advised by [19]
integration has the drawback of high computational
and
[20]
to
consider
atmospheric
effects
which lead
demands [16].
to
an
enlargement
of
the
Earth
shadow.
In the CubeSat thermal software the concept of
Other than for the Earth infrared radiation, the
Monte-Carlo ray-tracing was mainly applied for
intensity
of albedo radiation is not distributed
the determination of view factors between sateluniformly
over the sphere of Earth. While its
lite and Earth. The latter was approximated as a
maximum
is at the sub-solar point, albedo deperfect sphere, so that the view factor was found
creases
continuously
towards the terminator where
by applying the mathematical approach to find
it
reaches
zero.
This
was adopted in the radithe intersection between a line (ray) and a sphere
ation
module
by
overlaying
the constant maximum
(Earth). Equalising both vector equations for line
intensity
M
with
a cosine function of
albedo,max
and sphere results a quadratic equation with two
the
angle
β
between
satellite
and sub-solar point,
solutions. Eq. (11) depicts a simplified version of
roughly
following
an
approach
to model solar radi~
this equation, where ~sr is the start and dr the direcation
intensity
described
in
[21]:
tion of the ray, ~cs is the centre and rs the radius of
the sphere [18]:
Malbedo = Malbedo,max · cos β
(13)
ir,s = − d~r · (~sr − ~cs )
h
i 12
± rs2 + (d~2r − 1)(~sr − ~cs )2

Radiation inside the CubeSat was calculated
with an approximation based on the heat exchange
between the internal circuit boards. Most CubeSats consist of a number of circuit boards stacked
together parallel to each other and only few models differ from this setup. The internal configuration of a CubeSat therefore can be simplified as
several parallel plates with certain spacing. If the

(11)

If there is any real solution for ir,s , both objects
intersect. The view factor between one surface of
the satellite and Earth is therefore found by firing
a certain number of random rays from the surface,
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Figure 3: Radiation range for parallel square plates
(18x18mm) and varying vertical (z) and horizontal displacement

Figure 2: View factor for parallel square plates
(18x18mm) and varying vertical and horizontal
displacement
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view. To determine which nodes are affected, the
view factor has to be determined depending on the
vertical and horizontal displacement between emitting and receiving node. As the exact determination
of this requires the geometrical configuration of the
model and hence a high computational effort, a further approximation was developed. To estimate the
view factors in a common CubeSat configuration, a
sensitivity analysis for the view factor calculation
of two parallel finite plates was done. Both plates
simulate nodes of two respectively arranged components. The aim was to determine the range of
influence of the radiation emitted by one node and
received by nodes located opposite to it.
An analytical approach to calculate the view
factor between two parallel rectangular plates is
given in [22]. This approach was applied to two
parallel square plates (nodes) with an edge length
of 18mm and varying vertical and horizontal displacement. The dimensions of the node were
chosen assuming that most of the standard PC/104sized PCBs (approximately 90x95mm) would be
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discretised with 5x5 nodes. The resulting view
factor is depicted in Figure 2. It can be seen that
it rapidly decreases with growing displacement in
any direction, while for the horizontal displacement it falls more rapidly. Figure 3 depicts the significant impact of horizontal displacement on the
view factor. It can be seen that if the displacement
equals the node length, the view factor is approximately 0.1, mostly independent from the vertical
spacing. The main radiation thus is received by the
directly opposing node. For a vertical spacing of
5mm between the PCBs (including their electronics assembly), the maximum view factor reached
at the opposing node is 0.6. As CubeSat components are usually very narrowly stacked, this value
was assumed to cover most of the applications. Independently from the actual geometry of the PCB
surface, the standard view factor between PCBs for
the use in the CubeSat thermal software was therefore defined to be 0.6.
4 DEFINITION OF DATABASE
COMPONENTS
The discretisation of components aims to represent a most detailed model of the real geometry
with a minimum number of nodes. This clearly
poses a trade-off between accuracy and design effort and hence compromises have to be accepted.
While in most cases the CubeSat components follow the design of primitive forms such as plates,
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rods or cuboids, some parts have a more complex
geometry. These mainly are connections holding
drillings and screws, as well as electrical assemblies on circuit boards. However, the geometry of
such regions does not need to be modelled if the
representing node(s) contain the same physical and
thermal properties of the original geometry, such
as volume, density, heat capacity and conductivity. Even mixed materials can be modelled in a
way that the nodal properties are put together with
the same ratio of materials being involved. This
refers to the linearity of the conductive heat transfer as described in Eq. (2). A connector consisting of copper contacts housed by a plastic casing
could therefore be modelled with a mixture of both
materials, each contributing its properties in the respective parts.

the cross sectional area and distance for the conductive heat exchange or the emitting and absorbing area for the radiative heat exchange. According
to the methodology described by Eq. (4-9), the heat
exchange factors are then automatically generated
from the nodal properties, so that the user of the
thermal software only has to assign the connection
by selecting the respective connector nodes of two
components.
5 VERIFICATION OF THE RADIATION
MODULE
The results from the external radiation analysis
were compared to ESATAN TMS radiative analyses to determine the level of detail. In both software the approach for computing the external radiative exchange factors is numerical and based on
Monte-Carlo ray-tracing. While the standard configuration in ESATAN is to fire 10,000 rays from
each surface, the ray-tracing algorithm of the MATLAB software by default uses 500 rays. This still
ensures moderate computation time in the range of
120 . . . 180s for one orbit and a satellite with six
surfaces while offering a reasonably high level of
detail. The comparison between ESATAN TMS
and MATLAB ray-tracing routines was based on a
satellite placed in a circular orbit with 97.79◦ inclination, 650, 000m altitude, a RAAN of 10◦ and
an argument of periapsis of 45◦ (UKube-1 orbit).
The satellite was given different attitudes, being
either Sun- or Earth-oriented.
Figure 4 shows the resulting radiation received
by the satellite surface which points directly towards Sun. It can be seen that the higher number of rays utilised by ESATAN leads to a much
more continuous curve. The deviation of the raytracing approach realised in MATLAB is smaller
for solar radiation and larger for radiation from
Earth. Whereas direct solar radiation only deviates
less than 1W m−2 , the albedo and infrared radiation
has a maximum error of approximately 12%. However, this maximum only occurs when the respective satellite surface is pointing frontally towards
Earth. The higher the surface is tilted against Earth,
the smaller is the error. As all environmental parameters were equal in the comparison, this error is
caused by the view factor calculation and requires
further investigation. The results also showed that

With the component database approach, the geometrical model can be assembled by selecting the
required components and connecting them at the
respective connection spots. Each component can
be designed and discretised independently from the
others, according to the respective needs. To assemble these components it requires the assignment
of potential connectors, which is done by using a
particular type of nodes. The discretisation with
thermal nodes therefore distinguishes four different
nodal types: diffusive nodes, conductive and radiative connector nodes, and boundary nodes. Diffusive nodes were defined as the standard type with
finite thermal mass (capacitance) [10]. Conductive
and radiative connectors are diffusive nodes which
interact with adjacent nodes of another component. Boundary nodes are nodes with infinite thermal
mass and hence constant temperature (e.g. deepspace). The conductances between diffusive nodes
inside a component are calculated manually and the
conductances between connector nodes in between
components are calculated automatically using the
geometrical and material properties of the respective nodes. Using this approach diffusive nodes do
not necessarily have to be geometrically defined.
They are regarded as non-geometrical nodes with
certain material properties. Calculating the internal
component conductances manually brings the advantage of simplified discretisation, as the thermal
model geometry can be much more abstract than
the original one. Only the connector nodes must
be geometrically defined, given properties such as
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Figure 4: Comparison of external radiation on a test orbit for the Sun-pointing surface, calculated with
ESATAN TMS and the CubeSat thermal software (MATLAB)
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Figure 5: Discretised model of the 3U skeletonised
CubeSat chassis with connecting nodes (orange) and diffusive nodes (yellow)

solar and albedo radiation in the MATLAB model
have a longer eclipse duration than in ESATAN.
This refers to the previously described enlargement
of the Earth shadow, which apparently is not included in ESATAN TMS by default. It can further
be seen that the approach to model the transition
from full albedo radiation to eclipse matches the
ESATAN results almost perfectly. Only the very
last part when the spacecraft is over the terminator
seems to be more continuous for the ESATAN results.

four standard, partly deployable, solar panels, two
antenna systems and auxiliary clips and standoffs
for fixation purpose. The discretisation was done
according to the needs of the respective geometry
so that the entire UKube-1 model eventually consisted of 1560 nodes. Figure 5 exemplarily shows
one of the modelled and discretised components.
Where applicable the material and thermo-optical
properties of the respective geometry were used.
Regarding parts with mixed materials these properties were approximated using the ratio of each
material involved. For the thermal conductivity of
the printed circuit boards, the directivity was considered, so that following an approach described in
[23], an in-plane- and through-conductivity were
applied.
Two operational scenarios were selected to be
analysed, providing a worst hot and a worst cold
case. The worst hot case was defined with the most
demanding operational power mode of the payload
and the satellite pointing with its largest surface towards Sun. The worst cold case was defined with
the least possible operational power mode and the
smallest surface being exposed to solar radiation.
Figure 6 shows an example output of the software, providing the minimum and maximum temperatures of all nodes for the worst cold case scenario. As expected there is a temperature gradient
in z-direction, as the positive z-side of the satellite

6 THERMAL ANALYSIS OF UKUBE-1
In order to test the capabilities of the thermal software and to basically verify the computational approach, a thermal analysis of UKube-1 (United
Kingdom universal bus experiment), a CubeSat
currently under development by ClydeSpace and
several UK universities, was performed. The results were compared against former thermal analyses done with the thermal software ESATAN
TMS. Following the special database approach of
the software, all components of UKube-1 were
modelled first independently and then assembled
for the analysis within the software GUI. The CubeSat was built using 15 different models of electronics mounted on circuit boards, a model of the standard 3U skeletonised chassis, two custom-made and
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points towards Sun. The distribution of heat loads
inside the PCB assembly leads from the centre towards the ends in positive and negative z-direction,
as the largest heat load is carried by the centrally
located AMAC payload (Figure 7-8). The temperature distribution within the PCB stack is quite discrete, with larger steps between the single PCBs.
This is due to their poor through-conductivity in
vertical direction. The chassis temperatures lie
between the extreme values of the solar panels and
the PCB assembly, whereas its highest temperatures again are located at the top end, in positive
z-direction.
The results were further compared to a former
ESATAN analysis, done by the StrathSEDS student group at University of Strathclyde, which used
another more rough but yet sufficiently comparable thermal model. The temperatures were proven
to show the same distribution, although regarding
the payload PCBs being generally higher for both
worst cold and hot case scenario (Figure 7-8). This
was due to several differences in the design of the
thermal model, whereas three main factors were
identified which influence the difference in absolute PCB temperatures: Material properties, radiative connections and conductive connections to
the periphery. Regarding the material properties
it was found that small changes, e.g. adding a
layer of copper to the circuit board, can significantly decrease the resulting temperatures. This is
due to the improved in-plane conductivity, as copper has an unequally higher conductivity than FR4
(kCu = 394W m−1 K −1 compared to kF R4 =
0.3W m−1K −1 ). Figure 7-8 show the temperature range for the PCBs for the initial analyses using circuit boards with two copper layers and an
additional analysis case where a third copper layer
was added. The resulting temperature difference
between both configurations in average was in the
range of 4.8...5.2K for the worst cold case scenario
and 9.0...9.8K for the worst hot case.
Another driving factor for PCB temperatures are
the radiative exchange factors to the environment.
Narrowly stacked PCBs radiate a majority of their
heat towards the neighbouring PCB, whereas more
space in between both would allow more radiation
towards the chassis. This would in most cases be
more efficient, as the chassis can dissipate high
temperature potentials more easily by either radi-

Figure 8: Temperature ranges for the PCBs of UKube-1
with two (a) and three (b) 35µm thick copper
layers in the circuit board material, as calculated with the CubeSat thermal software (MATLAB) for a worst hot case scenario

ating directly to space or conducting the heat to the
solar panels. Large cut outs in the chassis further
allow transferring heat directly from PCBs to the
solar panels, which is even more efficient. Besides
the conductivity of the PCB material, the number of
conductive connections to its periphery is also cru-
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cial. Especially the size and composition of elec- geometrical models using a database of compontrical connectors between PCBs or the use of cables ents proved to be applicable and convenient with
which are linked to solar panels or other compon- the applied thermal model of UKube-1 and hence
40
ents attached to the CubeSat
surface can have a sig- presents a promising solution for the future apAMAC Electronics (average of nodes 17406:17425)
nificant influence on the PCB temperature. Other
plication with other CubeSats. The non-restrictive
BAT Electronics (average of nodes 20406:20425)
attachments such as spacers are usually less effiway of choosing
meshes and defining
STX Electronics
(average ofdiscretisation
nodes 25406:25425)
30
cient in terms of conductivity
since they are most nodes leaves space for creative modelling which
often not connected to the conductive layer of the can be adapted to the special needs of each comPCB.
ponent. Its modularity further allows the simple
20
use of parameterised models as it completely uncouples the design of database components from
7 CONCLUSION
the actual thermal analysis process. As shown for
10
the case of UKube-1 the combination of a standAs shown in this paper there is currently no thermal ard ODE solver and a radiation module that uses
software available which0 is specialised on the ap- ray-tracing methods offers a reliable framework to
plication for CubeSats. The methodologies and ap- perform thermal analysis. Comparisons with proproaches described in the present work provide a fessional thermal software have verified the basic
new way of realising such.
Their implementation concepts and proven their potential for future ap−10
in a MATLAB-based software lead to the evolve- plication on CubeSat missions.
ment of a new thermal software which is special−20of CubeSats. It considers
ised on the requirements
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